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DEDICATION TO THE PROBLEMATIC AND THE EXISTENTIAL by John Lopach
To find oneself, my meaning, is a task for each of us. That such a task be necessary will not be easy to prove. That I am an important creature s? .is a platitude, perhaps a lie. We have rarely accomplished, never created, felt Imany doubts, solved little, made no deep or lasting contribution. The observer with an insight comments that our society is complacent, that its members live meaninglessly, perform mechanically, accept mediocrity for normality, think ever within the peculiarities of self-constructed mental machinery*. Critics of a pessimistic coloring can only visualize our civilization’s end in an assembly of motionless vegetative creatures, saved from the expenditure of all effort, fed from tubes, scarcely living: peace, and rest from the turmoil and confusion of life.Through such exaggerated conclusions we may make a meaningful and valid approach to truth. Complacency is death. Wisdom is never the product of Iease. Search for the numbness of satisfaction culminates in disease, withsnakes for bedfellows.Those men find themselves who respect their own honesty. Fearful of the unknown though they be, they grasp their problems, hurl them into the sunlight, take a seat beside them and discover that problems can be the meat and meaning of life. Wisdom, despite Thomas’ better definition, comes to the man without chains, the man who has forced open his mind, has welcomed his many problems, has sunk his supports as has every realist, not in the hidden security of his own mind, but amid the rain and floods and squalls which he must face until life’s end. We resolve nothing through evasion. Humanity’s essence seems, since the fall, to be problems, distress, insecurity, disaster. But when man realizes as much, and at last closes with the sword Christ brought, he discovers that the greatest battle is the initial blow. If Christianity realizes a need, it realizes, fulfills, the crying restlessness within man for a weapon to fight with, a key to solve by, a framework within which to categorize.All of reality, its confusion and its order, lurks initially before the man as an obstacle he’d rather toil to evade than tunnel through. But that reality Jis man’s home and his brother; God, the common Father, has created it. It is ]man’s first vocation to understand, to appreciate, to penetrate an existing Ireality which, though human eyes be clouded, is permeated by the mysterious spirituality of God’s existence and immanence.Human richness and fullness come of dedication and patient effort. Men are universally similar: they are commonly made, have a common end, share common problems. Baptized, the Christian dedicates himself to an ideal he can never achieve. His essential affirmation comes in the honest realization that men do not achieve ideals, but progress toward them. Total achievement is not a human quality, strife is. Men forget; men can regress. Saints are the foremost existentialists precisely because their initial step is a negation. They are totally informed by the realization that they can never fully attain what they believe In, hope for, must strive toward. They comment that they are moving further from perfection as their view of life broadens and as their striving j
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reaches the fuller, more naked obstacles. And exactly in this framework the Philosophy Of Paradox, but not of despair, fhe essential enigma of Christianity, holds true. The beauty of human nature is that, from its genesis, it was made to be incomplete; orientated toward perfection thoug i it be,’it is not divine; its limitations will confine its ultimate fulfillment and thus must confine its earthly achievement. Perfection is solely the property of God.Men forget, men regress. They lose sight, seek non-essentials. But they call for order, for integration; they must have a map of life to guide them. Christianity can respond with a framework, a rational guide, based on assumptions both mysterious and reasonable, compelling and producing an act of faith, the desire* to take the chance, to make the leap.Dedication is man’s practical response to what he has found to be true and beautiful. Having leapt, he has been given the promise of order and integrity. Problems do arise, are analyzed, resolved within the Christian framework. Man finds himself compelled to serve what he has found to be true. His needs can be answered; hope has arisen. Ease is a phantom; fullness can be had only through the searching, inquisitive action of the mind upon raw reality. No field remains outside the mind*s confines; reality is God’s gift and bears exploration. The world is news of God; all things converge to a final culmination which man scarcely understands but deeply appreciates. And the wonder of it is that he tries to understand; there are tears, but also a widening and a deepening which cannot be but meaningful. For others must know, must learn what is to be learned; dedication is both a burden and a joy.

PRESENT TENSE by Tom Madden
("Present Tense” is a poem about the past, the present and the future. Though the downward tread of time seems to carry man closer and closer to a robot-like existence, it is memory which can remind man that the course of the flesh need not be in one direction alone. Through memory, a man recalls the intense human longing for a land of peace; a longing which has inevitably been dulled by the passage of time, the weight of years. It was as a child that a man sought his goal truly, honestly, without confusion. A child is blessed with a sort of primal intuition about the ends of men and things, a superordination of the spirit yet unblurred by categories. One is reminded of Hopkins’ poem about Margaret and "goldengrove unleaving.”"Present Tense,” with a hint of Eliot’s "Burnt Norton," tries to point out that men can live the future only by living in the present, and that the present is worthy of life because of what has gone before, as well as what is to come.)
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Present TenseOne reflects that in a half-dozen decades one will be dead.So will our gasping world be gathered to its fathersin the dust of old picture albums, stiff and smirking glimpses ofour dead.Our blood, and warm and reeking respiration, will have oxidizednot long hence and given to the atmosphere an element of devotedselfishness.Our children’s children whose seed as yet reposes in the desire of some distant night will breathe our air, and scuff along uponthese stones-- sponges of our spirits-- soaking up our souls when we are gone.Future legions of a discontented army will clot upon our streetcorners, and gorge themselves with stolen moments-- a newspaper,a study of the backs of one’s gloves.A cornucopia turned upon itself, they grope a place upon a bus, andthen the sidewalks spawn another clutch of ovuli, dying.Our successors, they eat quickly in the half-dark, from a can. Lubricated,they slide upon a smooth and easy seat, and spend the evening intimate with stimuli.Yet a robot’s laugh will wring dead lips a metallic bleat.Why, if this be so, do rust-gored remnants of other years litter the galleries of memory?One thinks, paces a hall walled with portraits of the past-- a note, a noise, one voice, one scent may wrench the lid from a boxlong closed.The trees are young and budless, in the helplessness Of early puberty, and the little girls stand near a new Picket fence. It is the brittle final hour of a winter Afternoon, and the sun, a weakling child, plays at jacks With a matchstick elm and a scrift and tuft of snow.The little girls-- one knew them once-- wear the briefTiny jumpers (always red) that bare their knees to hopscotch-fallsAnd snow and flakes of frost.With those fretted children’s eyes, they glance off-camera At someone; fluted cheeks and folded lips seek the last tinctfrom the persimmon.The year must be 1944-- father is at war, and all the little Ones are tired, and a bit afraid.Afraid- yes. Their apprehension is the incipient insecurity Borne in children; indisposition in the endocrinesdemanded by an exhausted jar of mayonnaise.But our fear has five hands that burglarize Our common sense, idling in a gulch of dry emotion Until we try to sleep. Then the bright banana Tigers in the subconscious under-forest come roaring Out at throats caught in their pajamas.
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KALEIDOSCOPE by John Mugaas
Mainstreet stretches in a colorful strip down the middle of town, and, set like an ugly face in the center of it, appears at times as if it is going to explode, and at other times as if it is void of life, a small world which belongs to itself. A bustling all night cafe sits beckoning on one end of this world and a dirty, dingy bar sits crumbling and repulsive on the other. Crammed and fighting for position between these are another cafe, three more bars, a red light district, a men’s store, and a Government office. This block of foul smelling bars and well-kept business establishments produces a Kaleidoscope of colors and people, constantly moving and spinning.The wine circle and the money circle are the principle activities of this private little world. In the bars, where the smell of raw whisky bites the nose, and the thick ripe smell of full spittoons gags the atmosphere, congregate those who compose the dregs of society. Assembled like mosquito larvae in a stagnant, stinking pond, in the backs of bars, crouching on broken benches, or propped grotesquely against the dirty stained walls, are the men of the wine circle. Pitching their dimes, pennies and nickels into a pile on the bare, unwashed, sliver-filled floor, and adding to it whatever change that can be begged from occasional passers-by, they watch as their meager fortune increases penny by penny, and nickle by nickle until, finally, it sums and the scramble begins to purchase a bottle of the cheap, red, rot- gut wine which dulls their senses and eats out their insides.A direct opposite to the wine circle and the bars, and right next door to them, is the money circle contained in its large, cold faced, blue granite building. Large air conditioners clean the air in the bank, keeping it fresh, and the daily scrubbing given its marble floors and walls keeps them shining and sparkling. Inside richly decorated offices, men in tailored suits sit in plush leather chairs, at large, deeply stained mahogany desks whose satin finishes reflect hazily their images. They sit marking totals with their red pencils, which spell success or failure for those who deposit or withdraw their money at the steel cages of the money circle.On warm days the men of the wine circle emerge from the bars like ground hogs which venture out on the first warm day of spring. They stand with drooping heads and shaky knees on the sidewalk, and with bloodshot eyes coated with a hazy film, cast unseeing stares at the busy world in which they have ceased to exist. Their unshaven faces and filthy rags make them look like things from the grave, and behind them the dirty dilapidated bars resemble king-sized coffins waiting to swallow them up again and lose them in their polluted depths.Hidden behind smoke stained windows and pulled shades lurks the meanest vice of all, the white slave trade. This seething pot of immorality is marked by a stairway illuminated by a glaring crimson light which floods the doorway with a hazy brilliance, erupting like the glow from a giant furnace, or like the hazy red glow of the gates of hell in the vast emptiness of eternity
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The men’s store, the bank, and the Government office stand huddled together against the decay and ruin around them, their well kept structures cringing together like a group of clean faces afraid of becoming infected by the ugly leprosy surrounding them. The two cafes struggle in an endless battle against the filth which encircles them. They must fight not only to hold the sin and filth away from their doorsteps, but must also fight for their reputations as the two best cafes in town, a reputation secured when the odors of fried chicken, sizzling steaks, browning hamburgers, and steaming coffee escape the doors of the cafes and tease the palates of passers-by.At night, bright neon signs flash on, signalling that the time for the animals of night has once again come, and the filth of the street is hidden in a spinning camouflage of false color and gaiety. Under this camouflage of light, a grotesque parade of unorganized ranks takes place from bar to bar, and from cafe to cafe until the night, tired of this sacrilegious parade disturbing its peace and tranquility, finally puts a silencing hand over everything, leaving the street deserted and still. The bright neon signs fade, and finally, like an evil monster resting for a time, only one crimson light is left staring like a huge bloodshot eye into the darkness.

LIFE by John Bauernfeind
The men in grey stand stiffly, silently, four abreast alongside the open cell doors. The fat faced turnkey with the pig-squint, pimple-like eyes looks nervously up and down the ranks, and satisfied no one is missing, nods to the head guard. The guards finger their shotguns as a gravel voice rasps, "Into your cells.1’ The mass of grey executes a ragged left face and melts like fog through the open doors. The fat jailor reaches up to the huge master switch on the steel grey bulkhead opposite the last cell and pulls it down. Somewhere a generator hums. The cell doors jerk and then screech like souls in hell.They begin to rumble, slowly at first, then faster toward their waiting clawshaped steel latches. Twenty cell doors slam as one and the lights go out.As the echo rebounds off the concrete walls and down the damp corridors, the shadows of the seven retreating guards merge on the far cell-block wall and then, like a snake, slowly slip to the floor. As the rattles of the shadow slither down the floor past the row of cells, the jailor scrambles to the wall opposite to the cells and then scampers toward the lone shaft of light that lies like a solid yellow escape ladder. In a few seconds the jailor scurries through the opening and the inch thick steel door swings shut with a crash as final as the judgment of God. The echo hushes to a murmer as it taunts the walls for the last time. Somewhere a prisoner giggles hysterically and begins to cry-- the night has begun.
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THE ASSINIBOINE BRAVE by Duane Crants
The flowing wind speaks softly to meAs I sit on the crest of the prairie sea.A sea of grass, sand and alkali,Simmering, seething, under uncaring sky.I sit on the ridge, am kissed by the sky,And hear the talk of the geese on high.My spirit with the geese does soar,And the wind whispers low of times before.On this very ridge a brave lay lowAnd watched the war-party in the valley below.In the clear dry air his eyes saw trueThe terror of the plains, the cutthroat Sioux.His body was trembling, but his mind was clear.The village must learn that the Sioux were near.Straight and sure to his pony he strode,Then mounting swiftly, from the hilltop he rode.Down from the hilltop, across the grey ocean,Galloped the Assiniboine, a phantom of motion.He silently prayed his medicine be great,For the swiftness of his pony would fix his fate.With silent signal, without a command,The Sioux raced their ponies over the sandcAfter the fleeing Assiniboine brave,Their faces set, their purpose grave.Swift as an arrow the Assiniboine fled,But a treacherous wash lay hidden ahead.The pony lurched, from his mount the brave fell,The Sioux voiced their conquest in savage yell.Upon his feet, the Assiniboine facedApproaching death, disarmed, disgraced.He began his death song, arms to the sky,A Sioux rode in, with lance held high.Death comes easy in the hands of these Who live by death, and kill with ease.The Sioux rode on, the scalp held tight,The Assiniboine village would burn that night.All these things the wind told me,For the wind is the only thing wild and free.White men came to maim and harmAnd scar the earth with city and farm.6



The wind tells the truth, I know it now,I found the young brave with the tip of ray plow.The wind covered hira over with the light prairie sand, And nature, his mother, held his fleshless hand.

THE LEGEND OF ISAAC MORTON by Noel Hoell
The Four Corners General Store had always been a friendly place. From time immemorial it had served as the accepted meeting place for the small town’s male citizenry, and on Saturday afternoons half the men in the town could be seen sitting on boxes and barrels around the old iron stove in the middle of the floor avidly discussing the problems of the world, the nation, and the community itself. But Old Charlie, the congenial and rotund proprietor of the store, didn’t mind these uninvited gatherings; they certainly didn’t hurt business, and he enjoyed the conversation as much as anyone there.”Yep,” Charlie mused one Saturday afternoon, as he leaned on the counter and stared out the window, ’’Here it is New Year’s Eve again. Time sure does fly, don’t it?”The men huddled around the pot-bellied stove nodded, each absorbed in his own thoughts. Beyond the window a light sprinkle of slowly drifting snow floated lazily down over the tiny New England town.One of the men, a tall, raw boned farmer named Clem Judson, flipped his cigarette butt down and ground it into the floor with the heel of his boot. ’’Just thinking,” Clem remarked, In his slow relaxed drawl, ”it must be almost fifteen years now since old Isaac Morton hanged himself in his barn that night.”Charlie pursed his lips and thought for a moment, drumming his fingers absentmindedly on the counter top. Charlie was older than most of the men, and whenever there was a dispute as to the date of a certain event, Old Charlie was generally consulted, because he knew more about the history of Four Corners than most pdople know about their own lives.”Yes, I guess that’s just about right,” he replied. “But what ever made you think of old Isaac anyway? Nobody’s even mentioned his name for years.”Clem propped his feet up on the old stove and leaned far back in his chair before answering. His lanky form and strong features dominated the attention of the small group sitting quietly around him.’’Because it happened on a New Year’s Eve, that’s why, and because I was with the fellows that found him the next morning. After all these years I can still remember how he looked hanging there from the rafters, with that smile
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on his face. I had nightmares for days afterwards. Nobody ever knew why he did it either.” Clem shrugged. ’’That’s the funny part.”Charlie shifted his weight to his other foot before speaking. ”1 guess you’re right. It was just fifteen years ago tonight. But I doubt if anybody missed Isaac Morton very much.”Charlie winked at Clem. The other men in the circle grinned. The name of Isaac Morton had never been a popular one in Four Corners, but most of the older men in the village still remembered it well. Morton, who had lived alone in a large farmhouse just outside the town, had at one time owned most of the small farms clustered around the small farming community, and had become well known for the harsh and unfair conditions he imposed upon his tenants. The exorbitant rent, the miserable living conditions, and the constant fear of eviction that Isaac Morton kept constantly over their heads were still well remembered by many of the town’s residents. Consequently, when the word came that old Isaac had been found dead, there was no one to mourn his passing, and a great many that would even venture to remark that they were downright glad. ’’Sure was peculiar,” continued Charlie, ambling over to the small group, his ample belly preceding him, ’’the whole affair. No apparent reason for suicide, as far as anyone knew. But the strangest thing of all,” whispered Charlie, squatting down in the middle of the group and noticeably hushing his voice, ”is what they say happens every year at old Morton’s grave.”Clem Judson looked up with fresh interest in his eyes. ’’What happens?” he asked.’’Well/’ Old Charlie replied, his large, honest blue eyes open wide,”I’ve heard it said that every year on the night old Morton hung himself, his ghost can be seen haunting his grave.”Clem’s look of interest gave way to a derisive howl. He stretched his lanky frame far back in the chair and roared his contempt for such a story.Old Charlie stood up slowly, a hurt and disappointed look plainly stamped on his face. The other men remained quiet, focusing their attention on the two. Clem stopped laughing long enough to ask, ’’Whoever told you a whopper like that?”Charlie spread his hands out, palms up. ”0h, I heard it from a lot of people. I don’t care what you may believe; as for myself, I wouldn’t be so anxious to go near that place, not on your life.””Do you mean to tell me you actually believe that rot?” Clem queried incredulously. He had always known that Charlie was a little superstitious, but he would never have believed that Charlie would go so far as to actually believe ghost stories.Charlie nodded his head soberly. ”You bet I do,” he stated. ’’Too many people have told me the same story to doubt it any longer* Every New Year’s it seems like somebody sees Old Isaac out there walking around his grave.”
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Clem leaned forward, looking straight at the pudgy store owner. ’’This is the first time I ever heard of anything like that. Have you ever seen anything out there at night?” Clem’s voice was not quite so mocking now, and his piercing dark eyes were more serious."No, not me myself,” drawled Charlie, staring back. ”You couldn’t get me near that grave on New Year’s, and I doubt if anybody in this town has the nerve to anymore.""The nerve!" Clem shouted. "Why, why, who the devil’s afraid of a harmless thing like a grave, even if an old devil like Isaac Morton is buried there? By George, nobody can say I don’t have the nerve to see what’s going on out there.And in case you’re interested, that’s just where I’m going tonight-- at midnight! That’ll put an end to this nonsense." Clem jumped to his feet, knocking the chair over in his excitement. "And you," Clem jabbed his finger at Charlie, "will you feel silly tomorrow when I prove what a bunch of malarky you’ve been peddling in here." Clem Judson whirled on his heel and stomped out, banging the door behind him.Old Charlie shrugged, and began sweeping the floor.
Clem Judson felt downright foolish. He hadn’t prowled around a graveyard at night since he’d been a boy, and the thought of wandering around in the old churchyard looking for ghosts almost made him laugh out loud. But, he reflected, Old Charlie had been spreading rumors and stories like this for years, and it was time someone put an end to it.Clem stepped carefully over the short, rusted metal railing and stood inside the cemetery. He surveyed the gloomy scene before him with mixed feelings of anxiety and anticipation tinged with an unreasonable fear. The moonlight, filtering through the sparse, slowly drifting cloud formations, forced the angular tombstones Into sharp relief against the sterile whiteness of the new snow. To Clem’s left loomed the darkened ugliness of the old, abandoned church, standing stark and gray against the neglected background of toppling gravestones and last summer’s weeds,projecting In sporadic clumps above the snow. Several large, imposing maple trees jutted out sharply into the sky just ahead of Clem, and he knew that it was on the other side of these that Morton’s grave was situated, in the newer part of the cemetery. By this time the small breeze had subsided, and an oppressive silence hung heavily over the churchyard. Anxious to be done with the ridiculous matter, Clem moved away from the low fence, almost wishing that it wasn’t quite so silent and depressing.He started walking with long, relaxed strides across the weed-infested yard, taking deliberate care not to walk on anyone’s grave. Chuckling to himself, Clem wondered what his wife would think if she knew where he was or what he was doing, but fortunately she was away for the weekend. Walking rapidly toward the grove of trees, Clem noticed that some of the graves were so old the names were obscured on the head stones, and that oftentimes the old wooden headboards were almost completely sunken into the ground. He tripped on one, barely regaining his balance in time, and swore viciously to
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himself. Break my neck out here chasing ghosts, he pondered, the humor of the situation impressing itself upon him.Presently he entered the small circle of trees that he had noticed from the distance. He shivered, and drew his leather jacket closer about him. It certainly wasn’t what you’d call cheerful out here, he mused, glancing around in the dark. Clem hated to stand still, even for a moment. The paradoxical thought that the silence was almost so loud you could hear it ran through his mind, and this accentuated the labored beating of his own heart. He peered ahead, trying to determine just which way he must turn to reach Isaac Morton’s grave. His feet, with their heavy boots, crunched loudly on the light skiff of snow under the huge trees which surrounded" him, and a low hanging branch, unnoticed in the dark, scratched his forehead as he moved past. A curse rose in his throat, but this time he stifled it, unwilling to disturb the quiet in the grove o'Clem noticed suddenly that he had reached the end of the eerie encirclement of trees, and strode with relief into the clearing. The expanse before him, darkened by the disappearance of the moon behind a thick bank of ominous clouds, was liberally sprinkled with graves of more recent origin than in the section of the cemetery Clem had just traversed. The tall farmer paused for a moment, searching for the prominently marked grave of old Isaac Morton. Deciding that it must be farther to the right, Clem threaded his wary way cautiously among the tombstones, occasionally shooting a glance over his shoulder in the direction from whence he had come. ’’Must be just about here,1’ he muttered to himself, impatient to leave the place.At that moment the moon emerged from behind its shield of clouds, a huge yellow orb in the night sky, bathing the countryside with an almost daytime brilliance. The shadowy forms of the gravestones leapt out in sharp focus, and directly ahead of Clem stood the burial place of Isaac Morton, unmistakably designated with the large white slab bearing his name. But it was not the sight of the grave that rooted Clem Judson to the spot, but rather the terrifying apparition which sat atop the marker. For there rested what appeared to be a creature dressed in the soiled, rotted clothes of the grave, sitting bolt upright, and staring directly at Clem with sunken, hollow eyes. The monster’s legs dangled from the edge of the marker, swinging slowly back and forth a few inches above,the snow-covered ground, and its features were clearly illuminated by the moonlight, distorted as they were with the slime of the earth. In a tremendous thrill of horror, Clem was sure that he recognized the face of Isaac Morton on the ghoulish creature confronting him.Clem’s heart stood still in his breast, and his legs suddenly became so weak that for a brief, panic-stricken moment he feared that he would fall, as he struggled desperately with himself to regain the use of his , faculties. The lanky farmer’s protruding eyes fastened themselves on the apparition before him in an increasing crescendo of terror, and his mouth fell open with dumb amazement. ”No....no...” he stammered, his mind still refusing to give credence to the evidence afforded by his eyes.The ghastly creature lurched forward from his resting place in one abrupt, unheralded motion, arms outstretched toward Clem, who whirled in a moment of frenzied madness to escape the onslaught of the monster before him.
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Turning to flee, Clem noticed with horror that a severed piece of hangman’s noose still dangled from the neck of the dead man.Clem Judson fled for his life, tripping and stumbling over the graves in his headlong flight to escape the monster.And back at the grave of Isaac Morton, Old Charlie leaned back against the cold whiteness of the marble tombstone and laughed long and loud, his boisterous utterances ringing through the still night air.

IN MEDIAS RES by John Lopach
Desirous for the man-- he knows this intuitively-- is a mammoth mold, larger than himself, larger than his hopes, a crater. He struggles, strains, contracts; bursting with color, he pours himself into the receptacle. As bombs burst, fire sweeps out. As sinners die, sanctity glows and burns and refreshes. The mold, the receptacle: the composite Christian ideal we search to comprehend. We Seek it, we grasp for it; halted, we seek again.Man, a meteor-- a moving thing passing quickly across the horizon. Somewhat propelled by exterior force, somewhat by his own power, he seeks a fulfillment the magnificence of which he cannot comprehend. He looks in out of the way places. The anticipation of the ultimate discovery, the magnificence of an end he does not know, draws him in and out, over and under, the rock and the torrent. He is afoot in a place not entirely his home.He seeks a complement, a likeness of himself, another to watch and wonder and fight by his side.Dissatisfied, he would draw that complement within himself. A mind surges to his own; this spirit, fierce force, must strengthen his own.Oh! But he is prevented. Nowhere does he know a strength. And the contradictions multiply; existence is unseemly, distressing, too full.Mind does not halt. It moves and complains, tosses and turns and surges out. The mind knows and knows that it knows; above all, it knows difficulty and distress and contradiction and turbulence beneath a placid surface.Emotions of a man driven toward fulfillment! A strength, a magnitude, unnoticed by the gallery. He is open, open to all. To rest is death. Strain, struggle, hack, wrench, plow the world. TRUTH IS SOMEWHERE, but I am finding it mixed.Houses with windows, cars, and brief-cased figures stare, and I know they are there.A book. Toile et lege. Thought from my fellow. I read and I cease. A trickling of water and order. Not rest, but peaceful struggle and smiles with
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teeth clenched* Man will take his chances,, They will watch, while psychiatrists comment that normality is ptot the mode* Humility, that word alone, and that the road to glory. For there is only one tragic weakness in our struggle, that we are not Saints....the thing we freely forfeit is kept with fonder a care,Fonder a care kept than we could have kept it, keptFar with fonder a care (and we, we should have lost it) finer,fonderA care kept. --Where kept? Do but tell us where kept, where.-- Yonder. --What high as thatl We follow, now we follow.--Yonder, yes yonder, yonder,Yonder. --Gerard Manley Hopkins:’’The Leaden Echo and the Golden Echo’1

MY MEADOW
by John BauernfeindIt was a warm afternoon late in May as nine year old Jenny and her excited cocker spaniel pup, Penny, skipped through the carpet of gently swaying marigolds and buzzing bees that was her father’s meadow. Jenny wore a baggy red sweatshirt and a pair of faded blue jeans and she kept pushing her wind-whipped straw hair out of her eyes as Penny raced madly at her, first from pne side and then from the other, only to spring out of reach at the last second.’’Come on girl,” Jenny called as Penny stopped to investigate a bee that was droning patiently from flower to flower along the bank of the stream that bordered the south end of the meadow.’’Penny,” she called sternly as the dog bolted away from the bee and raced toward her. ”You stay right by me now. You&re a bad dog.” The dog lowered her tail and looked beseechingly forlorn for an instant, until she spied a bumble bee buzzing along close to the ground. In an instant she was snapping playfully and racing across the meadow after it.For a week now Jenny had been coming to the meadow every afternoon. She loved the rustling fragrance that was almost alive and, besides, everything was all her own. Every afternoon she came down to watch the bees as they fought against the breeze that gently rippled the sea of yellow. She had never brought anyone with her before, not even Penny; but today she decided to show the meadow to her dog.’•Penny, get back here,” she called as the dog raced by? still snapping at the bee.
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"Penny,” she screamed, and the dog broke stride and started toward her."Come here," she said, quavering,, The dog approached, almost crawling."I’ll teach you." She grabbed the dog by the nape of the neck and carried her, whimpering, toward the south end of the meadow. When she reached the bank of the stream she threw the dog to the ground and said, "Stay there, you bad dog."Jenny unfastened the dog’s red leather collar and bound her front legs tightly with it and then tore off her own belt and bound the dog’s hind legs.Penny was biting at the loose end of the red collar and beginning to struggle as Jenny grabbed her by the tail and dragged her, growling and snapping, to the edge. "I’ll teach you, you bad dog," she said, as she threw the dog high into the air over the rushing water.As Jenny turned from the bank and started home, she was thinking -- That’s the last time I’ll ever bring anyone down here.
("My Meadow" may be termed the creative expression of an existential concept. Sartre holds that every person is living within his own subjectivity. Each man constructs for himself an intricate structure of beliefs and ideals upon which he bases his every action. Thus, for Sartre, any relationship with other persons is, in essence, a conflict. The knower, the man, must look upon all other men as things, for if he recognizes the other as an intellect, he faces the danger of having his own intricate subjective structure disrupted, torn down, or even replaced by the subjective ideas of the other.The relationship, then, between intellects, is a constant struggle for each to make the other a thing, a recipient, a mere recording machine, and in this way protect its own subjective beliefs and ideals.The author in "My Meadow," expresses a somewhat modified aspect of this concept. The meadow becomes the symbol of the little girl’s subjectivity; the dog, the symbol of the other, the opposing intellect. The dog tears about disrupting the symmetry and perfection of the meadow. The girl must eject the dog or become a thing herself by passively accepting the disorder caused by the dog. The fact that the names of the two are similar and that they are both female serves to heighten the conflict.It must be noted that Sartre’s views are modified here, for we may suppose the girl and the dog were able to maintain a close relationship as sep rate individuals in the outside world. It is only when the girl leads the other into the inner reaches of her subjective self, (the meadow), the core of every man which must remain entirely his own, that the conflict arises and the other must be forcibly expelled, made once again a thing.In this case, death for the other becomes the solution.)

CURETTE LIBRARY CARROLL COLLEGt
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A GHOST TOWN by Gail Olson
Weathered boards scattered among tall, sprawling sagebrush, a rotted board walk half buried by the rusty mountain dirt, four naked buildings crouched among the weeds, and a gopher greedily eyeing the world from behind an old washtub: that is what the main street of the town consists of now.As you stand in the midst of the ruined village, surrounded by the majestic splendor of Paradise Valley.«,.the solitude of the dreamy blueness above, the mournful wind licking the amber grass,, ..you find it hard to imagine the street as it must have been.Once the street boomed with the yells of the huge, bellowing miners.They clomped along that sidewalk, hobnailed boots sending splinters flying from the boards. First stop: the general store. Provisions slam on the crude unpainted counter; cigar smoke drifts from home-made pipes into the thin, grey boards of the walls, filling the room with a bittersweet tanginess; boisterous laughter, bragging, and backslapping rush onto the street from the open door.Next door, the saloon’s swinging doorway invites you in with a grin.Manly smells greet you: gunpowder, tobacco, hard liquor and sweat. Glasses tinkle on the rough-hewn table tops. Silver dollars clink as they hit the round poker table and harsh language pierces the unaccustomed eardrum.The tiny post office comfortingly stands on the corner, a fragment of the world beyond the mountains. Even miners got lonely, and this haven offered solace. Mail-day, the husky, bearded men tenderly opened rose-colored envelopes containing priceless treasures in sentiment.Payday, a wagon drove to the middle of the street. ’’Evans, Johnson, StippSo..,” a clear baritone called the names, and a tall, lank man threw buckskin pouches at eager, outstreched hands. Contemplating the monthly trip to the outside world, the men invaded the drygoods store, eyeing greedily crisp, new Levi’s and fine cotton shirts. Work-worn fingers grabbed jars of talcum. Eyes twinkling, the men sniffed the powder as they bragged of past conquests and anticipated new ones.These sounds mingled with the roars the mine machinery sent rumbling down the mountain. The wind was not a lonely one. It resembled the men: wild, free and proud. Nature at its best - graceful mountains powerfully pointing at a crisp sky, blue and illuminous, an emerald lake surrounded by dark, rich pine trees, and the mine - these things sought out the spirit within each man to live close to nature, granting him the will to work hard and to love his work.Today, the wind caresses the remains of the pride that once existed,... tenderly, futiley trying to salvage the unrestorable.
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WE AMBUSCADE THE JOHNSONIANS by Tom Tokarski
Well, Jim and I had just drawn up the buggy at The Mint when we saw the shafty-eyed gogglers come down off the hill. They staggered along all quiet and reserved like and they scuffed their shoes like bigwigs do when an ambassador comes to town who they go and pick up0 One, a particular high toned male, wore a ten gallon hat, and spat chew on the sidewalk, --that is, he spat the juice that kind of swaps around in the mouth unless it’s spit-- as if he weren’t particular who would be a-bothering about him like we were.Well anyway, these characters crept down the street one at a time, all wearing their school-going wares, and some of their pockets bulging out with the bottles of shaving lotiono We figured it must be shaving lotion since they all had unshaven faces, though we figured it was odd they would go to a bar to shave in a backroom, and sneak in, at that0 Anyway, the proprietor greeted each gentleman and took him out back. That’s where they must have kept the razor and blades for shaving.But that weren’t all they kept back there and we knew it. It was getting dark so we stole out back to the alley. A yaller window was all lit up and we could see cigarette smoke in the air. Then we heard voices: “I’ll raise you one.” ’’Call.” “Dagnabit, that cleans me.” We figured someone had just got done shaving and maybe had cut himself. But again it sort of sounded like they were dividing out loot. So Jim hoisted me on his shoulders and I peered in. Just then the one with the ten gallon hat stood up and chewed on a cigar and said, raising a shaving mug, (must have been since he still hadn’t shaven) and said something that told us it weren’t even worthwhile ambuscading them. “Gentlemen,” he said, and we thought it strange that he was sipping shaving lotion, “tonight we will have to talk about the rise and fall of Phoenix City since I have forgotten to bring the Bible.”

THE MISSOURI RIVER by Duane Crants
Oh, what stories could be told,If I knew your history old,Of the bodies you have maimed,Of the lives that have been claimed,By your swirling, murky waters.The muddy swirls of your murky deep,Carry the voices of the endless sleep.The cowboy and the Indian braveCall together from their watery grave,In your swirling, murky waters.
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I hear the voices of the dead
And stand in terror, struck with dread

The voices moan, don’t go, don’t fear,
Stay with us,'it’s peaceful here

In these swirling, mutky waters.

’’Stay with us!” the voices cried,
’’Leave your troubles in the world outside.

Leave your world and all it’s sin.
It’s easy, join us, walk right in,

In these swirling, murky waters.”

A ray of hope flashes my mind,
I leap to your depths, but do not find

A golden world devoid of wrong,
Only darkness, and I’m swept along

By your swirling, murky waters.

Often I call aloud at night,
Bemoaning the state of my sad plight.

I seek to lure to my company,
Others to share my agony,

In these swirling, murky waters.

AUTUMN STREET SCENE

by Noel Hoe 11

The multicolored hues of autumn transformed as if by magic the usually 
commonplace street in front of the small frame house into an exciting exhibition 
of seasonal change. The infinite shades of the golds, reds and browns of fall 
leaped out in brilliant contrariety to the dull gray pavement of Jefferson 
Avenue and the white, peeling exterior of the tiny home stranded far back from 
the typically quiet street. The broad expanse of lawn, dappled with a generous 
covering of leaves, completely dwarfed the modest cottage with its green roof 
and winding flagstone walk. The two towering hedges, flanking both sides of 
the house and still boasting a lavish display of summer greenery, stretched to 
the sidewalk’s cracked edges, and severed one’s view of the street on both 
sides. But the portion of the avenue still visible from the viewpoint of one 
resting on the lawn was certainly sufficient to prod the interest and
imagination of the most casual observer.

A steady trickle of lazily drifting leaves issued from the three mighty 
oaks gracing the narrow parking, covering the gutter and sidewalk with a soft 
protective clak of leafage much out of keeping with the harshness and durabilit 
of the cold cement. A trio of frolicking children skipped past, kicking and 
thrashing their way happily through the accumulation of dry dusty leaves piled 
carelessly along the street’s edge. The sudden breeze from a car purring
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monotonously past excited the withered leaves into a frenzy of motion, as they danced and scraped their uncertain way across the unyielding pavement. An abandoned hula hoop, propped precariously against a corner of the hedge, poked its yellow, rounded form across the camouflaged width of the leave-strewn sidewalk, presenting a possible hazard to the careless and unsuspecting pedestrian. Across the street, against a background of brown, dilapidated board fence, the aged Mr. Weatherspoon painstakingly washed his ancient Ford, working slowly and meticulously in order that no particle of dirt or grime should escape his penetrating scrutiny. The meagre flow of water gurgling from the old man’s hose trickled dubiously down the gutter, finally disappearing from sight far down the street.The soothing sound of the parched leaves crackling softly in the afternoon breeze was overshadowed by the rapidly babbling voice of an unseen radio, loudly describing every event of a college football game. The sharp, unpleasant odor of burning brush drifted over from a neighboring garden, polluting the clean, fresh autumn air. The quietly passing vehicles, and the occasional passers-by, shuffling their way leisurely along the sidewalk, all served to intensify the feeling of serenity and calm pervading this small area. And all the while the never ending stream of tranquilly drifting leaves settles luxuriously over the entire scene, lending an air of indefinable beauty to this stage of transition between summer and winter.

THE EASTSIDE, OUR TOWN, U.S.A. by George Burns
A labyrinth of streets and alleys, a jumble of houses, garages and sheds, a tangle of utility poles and wires, all characterize the Eastside of Our Town. Strung haphazardly along the easternmost edge of Our Town, this district has the uncherished distinction of being one of the least beautiful and most antiquated sections of the city. Its one main street, an artery of slate grey, sprinkled with more than its share of dirt and dust, spans the entire neighborhood. Strung like a ribbon along each side of the street, a decrepit wooden sidewalk exemplifies the area’s apparent age. At random, alleys spring from this street, leading in every and all directions. They are severely pockmarked by heavy traffic, and have been greatly aged by the unrelenting forces of nature.Where do these alleys lead? They lead to old houses and garages, whose paint has blistered from summer’s heat and from winter’s cold, giving little evidence of once shining whites, creamy ivories, willow greens, and dull greys. They lead to old houses whose antiquity is disguised beneath the beauty of surf greens, canary yellows, mints, Caribbean pinks, and azure blues. They lead to deteriorating and unoccupied horse sheds, which now are only shells and remnants of past days. They lead to the charred black remains of a fire- gutted old store. They lead to dumps of ashen grey slag, which have buried once striking edifices. And one of these alleys leads to the focal point of the
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area, the old single spired church of St0 Ambrose, which overlooks this pile of houses and rubble and remembers the glory of the past seen in the decay of the presentoIn addition, the vicinity is characterized by a smouldering trash can, diffusing its stench into the night air, a shattered bottle whose jagged edges lie on a street waiting for the opportunity to rip an innocent foot, a steaming sewer, whose odor is extremely nauseating, an old tree stump, which once signified delicacy and beauty, a scattering of wild daisies at the base of a barren dump, an abandoned hulk of an old car, once an instrument of joy, now nothing, a flood washed gutter, jammed with roughhewn rocks, splintered sticks and tattered paperso Weaving in an irregular pattern above the roof tops, wires bring and take modern living to old dwellingsoA labyrinth of streets and alleys, a jumble of houses, a tangle of wires; all of these describe the Eastside of Our Town, UoSoAo

LIBERTY STREET by Patricia Duffy
If, when strolling about Helena, you should follow the twists and bends of South Main Street, your course would take you past an entire block of reeking bars and grimy hamburger joints. You would skirt clusters of drunks, some just a little shaky, others swaying like lazy pendulums and grasping for nonexistent supports on which to leano If when reaching the corner of Tenth and Main, you should turn left and puff up the narrow, dingy Tenth Avenue for a block, and then turn at the first corner, Liberty Street would bare itself to your gaze. Literally pushed back into a corner between Main Street and the sloping side of a foothill, Liberty Street stops short at a rickety board fence bearing a warped wooden sign with the words "DEAD END" painted in faded yellow and black letters.The street, slick and wet from threads of murky water that trickle continually between its mud-brown bricks, assumes the appearance of a luminous roller coaster, for it humps and dips all along its brief route. Potholes brimming with stale water scar the entire length of the street, and give off a rank odor. At the far end of the street a dilapidated wreck of a ’46 Ford leans against a lamppost, all four tires spread flat on the street, and the corroded back bumper tilted down to the right, almost scraping the ground.The black paint has been chipped from the trunk, leaving a patch of rusted iron resembling a giant orange inkspot. Every window Is shattered in a lacy pattern, and the front windshield bears a fist-sized hole.Hulking tenements packed so close together that a termite could barely crawl through, show no signs of interest or care. Characterless and colorless, they suggest rows of prison cells lining either side of a guard’s walk. The windows are like peekholes, and the heavy doors seem to lock their
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prisoners inside the confining walls.The cold, lifeless gray stone of the buildings only accentuates the drabness of the scene,, Nearly everything is a dead gray or black-- houses, street lamps, sidewalks, porches and mailboxes have this same dull tone. No grass brightens the tiny yards in front of the houses, but instead, a few straggly weeds push up through the caked dirt. Rather thaft cheerful flowers, the sagging flower boxes clutch cartons of sour milk and hunks of rancid cheese in their paintless shells. The only semblance of decoration that graces any house in the entire row is a twisted rope clothes line sagging between two leaning posts of one front porch, and, dangling from the rope, a scarlet blouse and a pair of blue baby rompers.Dirt and disorder characterize the entire street. Garbage dumped on the sidewalk, rusted bed springs strewn about on one front porch, powdery ashes from a coal furnace piled high on the curb, jagged chunks of beer bottles, crusted tin soup cans-- each but adds a little to the general filth of the street.You turn away abruptly, pick your way through a pile of crushed glass into which you have unknowingly stepped, turn back for one last look at Liberty Street, and a shudder runs through your body. You walk rapidly back down the hill, sneak past the now-boisterous crowds in front of the bars, and hurry down the twisting street until you are freed of the stench of the slum. If you close your eyes for more than a moment, though, Liberty Street creeps back into your mind, and you know that you will never be able to forget it.

HARRISON AVENUE by Robert Scoular
As you shiver in the early morning cold and exhale a puff of white vapor, a sullen scene greets you from the creaking wooden steps of the aged white house. The westerly wind shrieks through the bare elm trees, rustles piles of cracked leaves, while the high grey clouds, hinting of snow, flee before the wind and shroud the low-hanging sun.Wrinkled and forlorn elms, cracked and bent from years of constant buffeting, line the black-topped street, Harrison Avenue, and a few dried russet leaves, tumbling now and then from the scriveled branches to join the scattered thousands below, whirl with the maze in small piles.Peering to the right, you see Harrison Avenue emerge from behind a weed- covered hillside, then sweep down a steep slope, the kind kids sled upon in the winter. Dipping past a half dozen small houses on the left of the street and two large brick residences on the right, the road intersects another,Clark Street, makes a slight jog to the left and stretches in a pitted ribbon past you. A chipped rusty fire plug squats at the intersection; the vertex of
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a new cement sidewalk and an old cracked brick walk-way collide at right angles A conglomeration of vehicles nudges the sloping curb.Across the street and to the right a dusty spiked iron fence surrounds a leaf-cluttered, shrub-covered yard; in the center of the yard rests a large cream and mahogany wooden,,house. Behind this edifice, directly across the street from you, a rutted alley, lined with frosty garbage cans, pushes between two garages, one yellow and the other tan, and between two broken picket fences.A glistening pick-up truck bounces up the alley toward you, then turns left in a whirl of leaves and squeaks up to a stop sign. Jumping forward past the battered stop sign, the blue truck disappears down Lawrence Street towards the silent main street below.Across the street and to the left perches another large mahogany and cream residence, with plaster walls and a warped television antenna poking up from the wooden-shingled roof. Your gaze shifts to the right, from the house and its bare shrub-scattered yard to your own side of the street. A waist- high cement wall borders the grey brick house at the end of the block. A rock-strewn driveway cleaves the grassy yard from that of the tall blue and white shaked house next door.Your house stands third in the row, white brick mounted upon a rock foundation with a large colonnaded porch.. The blanched brick and rock are cracked in many places and the five grey wooden steps creak under your weight. The two-story building is surmounted by a large gabled roof of weather-beaten shingles.A graveled driveway separates your house from the last residence on the block, a large two-story buff building skirted by a rough concrete retainer wall. The crumbling pavement, pocked with pot-holes, meanders across the intersection with Lawrence Street to your left, then curves out of sight around a vacant school playground. Your gaze sweeps past the school house, falters, then returns. A maze of gravel and dirt surrounds the old rectangular yellow building with the rough bare walls. A rusty metal chain stretching from stone to stone links chunks of concrete spaced on the edge of the playground. The warped basketball goal rocks in the wind, its ragged net swinging sporadically. A bent empty bicycle rack squats in the center of the maze.Glancing quickly at your watch, you pull on a pair of brown leather gloves, bounce down the creaking steps and walk towards the college.
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THE "RIALTO’S” REGION by Frank Seitz
Two dark green curtains skid together at the front of the auditorium, enveloping the blank white face of the "Rialto’s” movie screen with their heavy veils. Six wall houselights, hidden from view by silver disks the size of hubcaps, cast a pale blue glow on the rough plaster sides of the theater. A large wagon wheel transformed Into a chandelier sways by three copper-tinted chains from the center of the grey ceiling, its oak hub sprinkling beams of soft light on the departing juvenile audience below.Rising from my black, padded chair on the left end of the last row, I flip the foam rubber seat up against the cushioned back. My gaze sweeps to the right, finally falling across the carpeted aisle to a red glass bowl with the word "Exit" stamped on its front. Below this fixture a purple tapestry partially conceals a beige wooden door leading to a side street. A cooling breeze from the air-conditioning system brushes my face as I shove the brass bar, unlocking this theater outlet.Pelting punches of heat slam the breath from my lungs as I step from the comfortable corner theater into the summer afternoon’s blazing furnace. A gush of dazzling sunlight smashes my eyes, sending me blinded and reeling from its brilliance. Squinting at the cracked cement path leading from the side exit, I clumsily nudge a thin street sign a few feet south of the red-brick "Rialto." I grasp for the rough, two-by-four frame, clinging to it until my senses rally against the Indian summer day. As my eyes focus sharper images,I glance above my head at the faded black letters of "Oak Avenue" printed on a warped plank nailed to the sturdy pine post.In the street at the base of the sign gapes a steel storm sewer, iron braces marring its toothy grin. An apple core lies wedged between two rusted bars in the grate, while packs of cigarettes and candy wrappers grovel in the filth below. Past the grate, chuck-holes perforate Oak Avenue with claw-like depressions from mythical reptiles, scarring the taxi zone in front of the theater. A yellow cab squeals by the monsterous foot prints, missing one crater by inches.On the other side of this obstacle course and directly opposite the street post slouches "Bob’s Bonanza," a dilapidated bar dating back to the gold rush days. A splintered shingle roof drapes its sagging remains over this woodenframed structure resembling a crumpled shoebox with a hole kicked in the front. Its decaying walls shed grey flakes of paint whenever lashed by whipping winds and rains. The left side of the bar steadies five empty kegs of beer propped against it, each cask’s silvery hide glistening in the glaring sunlight. At night a red phosphorus sign, a later addition to the wasting skeleton, will blink a dubious invitation above the squeaky doors.A thin film of smoke slides from the "Bonanza’s" interior into the afternoon calm, dragging along with it the odor of cheap liquor.
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A CHANGING SCENE by Bill Shields
It is the first day of October and as I look out my window, I discover a scene of great change: a change in the panorama I beheld from this focal point only three short weeks ago.On the occasion of my first glimpse of the campus, I observed the landscape of summer. The queen of the seasons was arrayed in her most majestic attire. The grass was like soft emerald carpet, crisscrossed by a maze of walks, roadways and little stone walls. Trees stood like tall, slender fountains in a spray of leaf and song. Birds fluttered here and there producing a noisy chorus of chatter and chirping. Fragrances of pansies, carnations arid lilacs filtered the air with a scent of freshness.Now as I watch from the window I see autumn creeping over the land. The grass is no longer a lush, green carpet but a dull, well worn rug, speckled with patches of brown, --the footprints of the morning frost. Trees, long, willowy and leafless, testify to the presence of fall, in mute silhouettes against the sky. Only the sturdy evergreen retains its familiar hue. The song of feathered voices has given way to the whisper of the wind as it dances across the scene, picking the last lingering leaves from every bush and tree.With the fall comes the frost, the wind and a sense of expectation. With the summer goes the flowers, the grass and the memory of carefree summer days.

MEMORY LANE by Mike Miles
The tireless sun, inflamed and swollen, peered cautiously over the eastern horizon. Bursting with energy, it exposed itself in a cascade of mellow, transparent rays which pierced, then cast aside, the ashen atmosphere. With the glorious rising of the autumn sun, my typical school day began.After dressing in a drowsy daze, staggering hypnotically through morning chores and gulping down a breakfast of oatmeal and cream, I embarked objectingly, as any ten year old boy would, toward the grade school twelve miles away.My journey consisted of two parts: a mile’s jaunt to the time-worn school bus, and an occasionally fun filled, always chaotic, ride the remaining eleven miles to the city. Today, upon looking back, only the first segment of my daily trip, the walk to the bus, remains completely vivid in my mind.After leaving home at approximately seven-thirty each morning, the first one-half mile of my journey was quite ordinary. The road I traveled was of
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gravel and dust, a ’’washboard1’ route common to the Montana rural scene. Midway down this road I would hop over a rusted barbed-wire fence, cross a dew sprinkled stubble field, and, with sodden shoes, arrive at an obscure lane to resume my trek. It is this very lane, Memory Lane, which never ceased to display its fresh beauty, especially on nippy autumn mornings.On such a bright autumn morning the lane, straight and true, with barely a curve or dip, resembled two parallel paths, connected by a slender strip of stubby, fine bladed grass, which quivered and expanded as if awakened to life when the crystal dew, surrendering to the sun’s radiant glow, dripped loosely from its blunt tips. The milk chocolate base of Memory Lane, a gummy, packed clay, yielded gently, almost buoyantly, to the hiker, as though elated at his visit.Every rural lane has its ruts, humps and bumps; yet this obscure, seldom traversed lane’s faults, although present, were barely noticeable. The ruts, polished smooth with age, seemed to flow beneath my feet. Autumn leaves constantly flowed down from their mother trees to settle upon the lane and form imaginative patterns, their colors accented exquisitely against the milk chocolate base.A thriving colony of plant life bordered Memory Lane, --everything from emerald squatt grass, heavy with dew, to long-stemmed hollyhocks, oozing forth sweet nectar from golden nuclei, surrounded by bonnets of crimson petals as smooth and fine as a butterfly’s wings. Further up the lane this dense vegetation was replaced by an extended cluster of green-gold speckled berry bushes, shedding their summer coats for the on-coming winter, but still retaining their natural elegance as the once blushing berries were transformed into deep, dark rubies.Within this mass of vegetative life lay a solitary decayed log, stripped of all its boughs and long since gutted by rodents, serving as the home of a clever cottontail. Nearly concealed, the cottontail was inconspicuous vere it not for his elfi^ nose which protuded, twitching nervously, from the hollow entrance.Directly opposite these colorful bushes towered enormous trees, their tops swaying gently, almost ghost-like, above the lane. Few in number, these trees lined the lane like pillars of an ancient Roman square, and sprinkled an abundance of gold-vermilion leaves upon the lane.Nestled comfortably at the base of one of these pillars dwelt an extremely productive society of red ants, in a hollow within a mound of minute twigs intricately placed with instinctive perfection.Passing the ant mound, Memory Lane ascended slightly, nearly imperceptibly, to join a tiny bridge which crossed above a narrow, murky canal. Waterlogged and draped in slick moss, the bridge’s timber was gradually being enveloped by its damp soil foundation. Below, insects hopped and skidded along the canal’s tranquil surface, under the bridge, and reappeared instantly on the other side.A proud mother duck would paddle by, pursued anxiously, though spasmodically, by her squeaking brood.
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The lane’s descent from the bridge was engulfed by pale green stalks of wild asparagus, interrupted at intervals by clusters of chalky, brown-capped mushrooms. As heavy, thick stacks of sun-tanned hay came into view over the ridge, the asparagus and mushrooms gradually dwindled away, a mute sign that the lane was approaching civilization. Directly beyond the bulky heaps of alfalfa, and intersecting the lane, was the dusty, rock crusted road upon which the bus stopped each morning to gather in another reluctant ten year old passenger.

FOR THEM, THE LAST HOME TOWN by Margie Gully
The white, gleaming headlights of a car pierce the night when it turns off the highway. Keys clank faintly against the iron bars of the front gate, which gives a soft, muted screech as it swings slowly open. A motor roars, the car starts, and it enters Fort Meade Veteran’s Hospital, the last ’’home town” of the mentally disturbed.On either side of the straight, narrow entrance road, ugly skeletons of street lamps crane their awkward necks to cast a brilliant glow in the midst of darkness upon the pavement and the stark, white concrete gutters. Shapeless tree forms stand at the edge of the brightness, stretching scrawny arms and twisted fingers into the weird light’s brilliance. Farther back in the shadows hides a long row of tiny stone cottages with locked doors and shaded windows, as similar as if they had all been molded from the same clay form. A single barren tree and one lone birdbath surrounded by thorny bushes and dead, spearlike flower stems cast duplicates of themselves in every yard.To the right of the road, the row of stereotyped houses continues the fantastical repetition of duplication, hiding individuality as if it were a bad dream. Near the end of the row, where the road makes a soft arc to the north, a wooden house stands conspicuously apart from the ranks of the others. Dim light, carried from the streetlights, displays the age of the frame building in the rotting shingles, the scarred paint finish, the glaring, jagged broken window glass, and a sagging wall that prophesies the building’s future demolition as a penalty for the breach of conformity.In front of the houses and across the road lies a wide expanse of nothingness and dark, marked off in neat squares of grey-muffled sidewalk.Every few seconds a searching beacon sweeps across the emptiness, illuminating momentarily a tree, a bushy clump of grass, and then a bulwark of ominous granite buildings that loom high above the surrounding flatland. Heavily barred windows stand silhouetted by the dim bulbs within, and behind the bars of one window the barely discernible figure of a slumped and tired man leans against a wall. The stink of sweat and drugs blankets the entire area, and drifts across the black parade grounds to the private quarters.
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The shrill of crickets, crying out their frustrations to the quiet world, makes the only sounds The soft whinny of a horse breaks the deathly calm; the insects stop to listen, and when the animal’s call ends, nothing remains but oppressive silence. Then shattering the hush, an unworldly scream, that gathers force as it calls the spirits of the underworld, comes from the direction of the granite wards. It changes to a long, piercing wail, and finally dies in a choking sob. Then again comes the quiet, with only the crickets to tell about it, and Fort Meade sleeps in the black night.

GRANDMA FORBREGD by Sandy Rosager
Flushed and excited, Grandma Forbregd stood in the doorway of the rambling, worn farmhouse, expectancy glowing in her eyes as the muddied brown Ford of her son Harold screeched to a halt in the yard. Her two young grandsons scrambled out of the car ahead of their parents, raced shrieking through the bushy caragana trees circling the battered house and up the creaky front steps, and threw themselves into her waiting arms0 Grandma smiled broadly, and her leathery face broke into a patchwork of tiny crinkles. As she teased her towheaded grandsons, her whispery voice, tinged with Scandinavian accent, quavered, and she ushered the chattering horde into the cluttered living room. Although a soft trace of moistness misted her wide-set grey eyes, she beamed with content in the midst of the confusion-- the boys clamoring for cookies, Harold lugging in suitcases, and his wife talking excitedly about the trip.With a weary hand, Grandma brushed back a wisp of grey hair from her perspiring forehead and bustled out to the kitchen to fix a snack.Forty years of fatiguing farm life had left their mark on Grandma. Her thin, hollowed face was shrivelled and lined, and the sun and wind had toughened the skin of her body into the texture of rough, scratchy leather.The thinning grey hair covering her small head was brittle as fall alfalfa.A dowdy housedress hung on her tall, gaunt frame, and she walked slightly stooped with swinging strides. Gnarled and twisted from the horrors of arthritis. Grandma’s bony arms, legs, and hands were an ugly reminder to her of the growing weakness and uselessness of her old age.From the very first years of her marriage to a thrifty, hard-working farmer, she had adapted herself without complaint to the demands and vicious routine of farm life on the vast Montana plain. Hers was a day of labor and little rest.At four in the morning, she rose and cooked a sizzling breakfast of sausage, eggs, fried potatoes, toast and black coffee. During the morning she toiled in the vegetable garden, chopped wood for the roaring iron stove, and cared for the chickens. At noon she prepared a sumptuous, steaming dinner of crisp fried chicken or roast beef for her husband and his crew of dusty, sweating farm hands. In the quiet afternoons, the tantalizing odors of her gingerbread, donuts, fluffy cakes and crisp breads floated from the littered, hot kitchen. At seven an immense supper of cold meats and leftovers awaited the tired, grimy
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workers when they came in from the fields. Grandma8s evening hours were spent in mending and sewing her husband1s tattered work clothes, and knitting fleecy little caps, shirts, and booties for her youngest grandchild,, Before retiring, she never neglected her nightly ritual of reading the Bible„Grandma possessed a burning, driving energy characteristic of her in everything she undertook* Her love for gardening was the main outlet through which she released this vast store of energy* Her knobby, gentle hands drew wondrous life from the hard, sandy soil. The house was cluttered with aromatic African violets, daisies, nasturtiums, and fresh, spring-green ferns* She proudly tended a vast vegetable garden, one hundred feet square, that flourished in the baked earth under her ceaseless labor* Crisp carrots, celery, radishes, lettuce, tangy onions, sweet corn, juicy tomatoes, and giant strawberries grew in plenty under the scorching sun as she tirelessly hoed and nursed the dry land. With just as much enthusiasm as she had for the garden, she guarded her precious fold of chickens, toting great buckets of water and feed to them twice daily, her thin arms and crooked back straining as she struggled along with the dragging weight* She loved her chickens, even though the angry hens pecked cruelly at her hands as she stole their warm smooth eggs from beneath their breasts*While Grandma labored constantly at the heavy farm chores, she shamefully neglected the housekeeping* A layer of dust always coated the furniture and drab wooden floors, and stacks of greasy dishes waited to be washed on the kitchen table. Another of her peculiarities was her mania for collecting unimportant bits of junk* The house was perpetually strewn with magazine and newspaper clippings, knick-knacks picked up at rummage sales, cheap sewing materials, and ridiculous odds and ends purchased at the dime store in town.Grandma’s warm protective nature and her generosity best revealed themselves through her overflowing love for children* Not only did she give her own grandchildren gifts on any excuse, but she showered the shy youngsters of visiting neighbors with small gifts of money, toys, and candy, unmindful of their parents’ protests* Whenever children were in her presence Grandma sighed softly and her eyes grew blurred as she recalled the days when her own children were young*

BIG MIKE by George Burns
Cast against the crystal blue northern Alaska sky and covering the slopes of the Rocky Mountains, a dense coating of evergreen trees provide employment for thousands of men anually* Many people know one of these men by the simple name of Big Mike*Since Mike came to the lumber camps at the early age of twelve, every cautious action of his body has revealed the long experience in logging which is his. The manner in which he squares his shining steel helmet on his head,
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the way his heavy black boots are securely laced, insuring maximum protection for his feet, the manner in which all of his outer clothing, his heavy blue denim trousers, his red woolen shirt, his heavy grey socks, are tucked, and buttoned, and folded, and creased about his brawny body, --all give evidence of his long experience in the logging business.However, those who know Mike well, realize that behind this coat of experience there lies the costly lessons of the past: neglect and carelessness and just plain stupidity. Beneath the bright red shirt, spanning his left forearm, an ugly, jagged red scar reveals that he once neglected to move from the path of the fast rotating blade of the chain saw. On his right hand, the absence of the little finger shows that he was once careless in leaving his hatchet uncovered Yes, the character of Big Mike is exemplified by experience, experience gained at the high cost of pain and suffering.After thirty-five years of the most difficult and strenuous labor, Mike has developed, in addition to experience, many other noticeable characteristics.He is quiet and keeps to himself. His sad grey eyes recall the day when his good friend, Tony Mitchell, was killed for interfering in a card game. He is strong and brawny, rippling and bulging with muscles, and almost Herculean in physique. He is shrewd and wise in the ways of money, recalling his younger, wilder days when his hard-earned money was squandered at the brothels and bars, which at that time so generously dotted the log hauling areas of the Yukon.He is sad, as he knows now that the real joys of his life, --a wife, a family, a good place to live, a religion, decent food and clothing, have all been denied him. He is tired and worn. Despite his great muscle and strength, thirty-five years in the lumber camps have had their toll on Mike. His red beard bears the touch of silver. The once bushy shock of bright red hair is now thin and streaked with white. The once smooth hands are now cracked and peeling, blistered and dirty. His feet, despite their heavy protection of wool and steel and leather, are cut and calloused. Even his sad grey eyes are beginning to fail him.Big Mike, once the undisputed King of the Northland, is beginning to find little else to show for his long, thankless years of toil but experience, experience bought and paid for with the high price of years of pain and suffering and sadness.
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A SMALL SKIRMISH by Mike Duffy
I caught myself wandering In the wishful world again.Dreaming of doing.Be still, be patient, it will come.Yet I know that I must begin --Now.It is there;It is a texture of warmth, a tangible glow.It will be kept,I will know.And knowing, must create,Give birth, show.The time will come, be docile, tacit; wait.Yes, I must wait,But how may it beThat one can feel and want, yes even pray,Having the will but not the way?

ANOTHER SCHOOLBOY’S ESSAY ON HUNTING by John Lopach
Plunge? Mister, I’ve been forever. My success Is revealing: seaweed and sand between my toes and algae clinging to my hide.True, life does get bigger down there and there is exhilaration, but a man isn't at ease in darkness. There are existentialists who can keep their realism; it gets cancerous.Frankly, all this talk about divers seeking the womb makes me nervous.When I was there it was strictly crowded and not at all pleasant.I prefer hunting on the mountain, up in the clear sunlight where man can breathe. Sin probably does exist, but the sun is shining on the mountain, and I like my rest on the noon-time heights.
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Up huntings X am still aware of the water and can visualize the depths.,Squid and shark and hermit crab* men* and angels* X have been neighbor to all.X like to say they are alike and not alike,, We are all Platonists occasionally,Xt is dark and exhilarating and full down diving. But up here there is lights and the trees and all are more like Ideas* and X always decide X don’t need a womb anymore,X suppose divers are really misplaced hunters. We always seem happier in the highlands. Darkness is not particularly enlightening* and reality grows less real in the depths. We know sin pretty well anyway.Some existentialists should make a few of the assumptions they are so afraid of and get up on the mountain for awhile. If they feel confused* we will just remind them of their assumptions and let them know that the world is a metaphor.Metaphors have something in common with sunlight; I agree with the poets,Xt is like hunting in the Olympic Mountains or somewhere like that. Youare working the heights* but know damn well what is down there below the ocean’ssurface,If we can’t read every book* this hunter would rather wander around uphere looking for Olympic Elk than search for beauty in the dark and partly dark.

A COLD NIGHT TO BE LOST by Mike Duffy
Allen Cliburn stumbled through powdery snow toward the top of a small rise in the rolling mountains. He felt much older than his forty-five years after this long day of hunting. Spotting a tree stump jutting up through the snow* with renewed effort he climbed to it and slumped down gratefully. His breath scratched his parched throat; his body ached. Leaning his head back, he let his parka hood drop. Beads of sweat popped out on his forehead* trickled down into his eyes* dripped from the tip of his nose* and spread out on his lips,A1 relaxed* licked the sweat from his lips* ana lit a cigarette. He looked himself over and pictured himself in his red parka* red and black pants, and yellow rubber boots* poised gallantly atop a rise. But the insulated boots weren’t too good* at that; the zero cold had been gnawing his toes for some time,A1 glanced at his watch. If he wanted to get back to the car before dark, he had better get started. He thrust his cold hand into the warmth of his pocket and felt for the glove, Xt wasn’t there. Must have dropped it somewhere. Didn’t matter, he’d carry the gun in his other hand. Flipping the parka hood over his stinging ears* he stood up, He8d spot a landmark near the car. If he back-tracked through the snow all the way to the car* he’d probably
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reach it well after dark, Yes, finding the landmark was the right way to go about it- Besides, he was so stiff that he had to take the shortest route. He turned and looked up the bare hillside. The white blanket of snow climbed the hill and stopped abruptly at a grey skyline, A1 would have to climb higher to spot any landmarks in that direction. To hell with climbingl He faced downhill and strained his eyes. By golly, that was luck; through the trees he glimpsed the top of a peak not more than two miles straight ahead. The rocky mountain resembled the hooked nose of a gigantic Indian. Hadn’t he seen that same mountain this morning? He had. Why, he would have given three to one odds that his car was parked squarely below that mountain, He jokingly christened it "Indian Nose Mountain/’ chuckled to himself, picked up his feet, and shuffled down the hill.As he plodded through the snow, he reflected over the long day behind him and thought with a twinge of longing about the warm house, his wife Nance, his thirteen year old son, and the dinner that would be waiting for him when he got home. His thoughts swung to his son. He remembered Doug’s disappointment that morning. The poor kid had been all dressed and ready to go when A1 came down to breakfast. Doug hadn’t said a word but A1 remembered how hope had covered the kid’s face and brightened his eyes. A1 wondered if he’d done the right thing, pretending not to notice his son’s excitement and leaving with just a curt "so long." Would have been pleasant having Doug along today, Hadn’t seen so much as a scrawny jack rabbit, but that would have made little difference to Doug.A1 would have had some companionship too; it had been a long day. Couldn’t seem to shake the picture of Doug standing beside his mother looking out the front room window as he got into the car. He suddenly felt an empty twinge in his stomach. But Doug was thirteen; kids his age shouldn’t cry. Yes, it was a good thing he had come alone, Doug would have slowed him up. Of course It never hurt to get a boy started hunting when he was young. Three years A1 himself had been at it now, and if it hadn’t been for Ed and the rest of the boys in the club, he probably would never have started. All of a sudden A1 realized that this was the first time he’d actually hunted alone, Ed or one of the other fellows had always been along before, and A1 had depended on them to find the car, Maybe he shouldn’t have come alone; after all, this was only his three, four,,.sixth time out and he wasn’t exactly an expert.He glanced apprehensively toward "Indian Nose Mountain," Where the hell was it? Blasted trees were always in the way. A1 had been trudging along the steep shoulder of a mountain, keeping in the heavy tenter. Now he swung uphill and panted into a clearing. His landmark mountain popped into view above the trees. He was puzzled; the darned rock formation didn’t look like a nose at all from this angle. A1 decided that he really hadn’t seen "Indian Nose Mountain" from his car. He’d been on a wild mountain chase. He turned and peered downhill. Thought he could hear the rush of a stream in the draw below.A longing to sooth his dry throat with some cool water helped him decide that another mountain with a jagged timberline, about a mile away in the direction he now faced, was the one that overshadowed his car. He walked straight downhill, deciding he would first quench his burning thirst and then try to reach his new landmark.About a half-hour later A1 dropped to the ground at the top of a small rise, shoved a handful of snow into his mouth, and mumbled an oath. The snow stung the inside of his cheeks. There had been no creek at the foot of the last mountain and A1 had just discovered he had again chosen the wrong guide
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mountain. At the foot of it, where the road and car should have been, was a thick growth of slim willows along a dry creek bed. A1 finally admitted to himself that this hit and miss method would never get him back to his car. Of course, he did have his army surplus compass, but he had never learned how to use the damned thing, except to show where north was, He couldn’t think how that would help him get out of this mess, since he had no idea which direction the car was. He decided that the only sensible way was to follow his own tracks back to the car, A1 strained to his feet, heaved a tired sigh, and started the long job of back-tracking.A1 puffed over the top of a low hump and tramped out into the clearing where he had chosen his second landmark. His throat scratched when he breathed and his desire for water had become a burning passion. He paused for a moment to rest his stiffening muscles and groped around for his wristwatch under his parka sleeve. Finally his numbed fingers managed to push back the sleeve and expose the watch. A1 had to pull it close to his eyes to read the hands;6:00 P.M. , dinner time. Hell. It sure got dark early in the woods, While he stared at his watch a flake of snow floated down, touched the warm crystal, and melted. A1 threw back his head and stared at the sky. Flakes floated down through the pine branches, outlined against the grey trees. There wasn’t a star in sight; looked like he was in for a snowstorm. He thrust his hand back in his pocket and followed his tracks over the top of a small rise.It seemed hours to A1 before he reached the stump where he had first decided to start back to the car. He slumped down heavily and lit a cigarette with his last match. He wondered how long it would be until he could get to the car and use the cigarette lighter. Couldn’t go long without a smoke. The snow fell fast now, and some flakes melted on the tip of his cigarette, making the smoke taste bitter to his parched tongue and sting roughly in his dry throat. Damned snow, sure was making it hard to back-track. Half the time A1 couldn’t even see his snow-filled tracks, Probably wouldn’t be able to follow tracks much longer. He started out again but stopped short. He couldn’t remember which direction he had come from when he came upon the stump the first time, and his tracks were obliterated by the fresh snow.Al’s breath quickened; he’d never make it back to the car tonight. He had feared this all along, but it had been hard to admit it to himself until now.He felt a touch of panic when he thought of spending the night in the woods.His wife would have certainly gotten worried by now; why, it was almost eight o’clock. A search party was probably being organized this very minute. A good thing he’d told Ed where he planned to hunt. Good old Ed, he’d be leading that search party.The growling in Al’s stomach pulled his thoughts back to his own situation.If he’d only thought to bring along another sandwich from his lunchbox in the car. Hungry as he was, his thirst made the hunger seem insignificant. The sluggish swish of a creek in the draw below him pulled a cry of relief from his lips. He held his breath and listened intently to make certain that the sound he heard was not the wind. It wasn’t! He trotted rapidly down the gradual slope, his desire for water tormenting him. He slowed down when he hit a level spot overgrown with brush, but, without hesitating long, he crashed headlong through it like a crazed animal. He broke out on the other side of the tangle of brush, stopped, and listened once again. Yes, there was certainly a
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creek down there. He waited for his pounding heart to slow down and for a moment his desire diminished; he was now sure he8d get water, and the thought itself seemed to reduce his thirst. The bottom land by the creek would be a good place to wait for the search party that was sure to show up in a few hours. He could put out the flames in his throat, and there was no wind in the gully. It might even be a good idea to build a fire. A fire! Al’s heart fell; he’d used his last match. Then he remembered the wooden matches he9d put in the hole in the butt of his gun stock on Ed’s suggestion, and sighed with relief. All he’d have to do would be to find some way to take off the butt plate, and that shouldn’t be too hard, the darned thing was loose anyway.Again the sigh of the creek filled Al’s ears and again his throat cried out for water. He started picking his way downhill to the creek but soon he was hopping, dear-fashion, down the mountain side. He reached the flat ground at the foot of the mountain and tried to slow his pace, but his momentum pitched him drunkenly on toward the creek bed. As he flailed to a halt at the edge of the creek, his foot slid under a snow-hidden root, he lost his balance, swung his arms wildly, and plunged face first into liquid ice.If A1 had been cold before he couldn’t remember the feeling; compared to this numb pain, every other coldness seemed rather warm. He crawled onto dry ground and managed to struggle to his feet. He was so rigid he could barely move. He had to build a fire or face the possibility of freezing to death, He worked as quickly as his stiffening body would permit, breaking dead branches from the bases of the tall pines and piling them in the snow alongside a clump of brush near the creek. Then he searched his pockets for something to unscrew the butt-plate of his gun, but he had nothing that would fit the screws. Ice had formed in the barrel of the gun and A1 knew that it was worthless to him as a weapon. Finally, in desperation, he ejected all the shells from the rifle and crashed it against a tree until the butt shattered. With wooden fingers he pulled the loose matches from the splintered gun butt. He found a rock, squatted by the piled wood and struck the first match on the rock. The head of the match crumbled. A1 cried out in anger and despair. Water had seeped under the loose butt-plate when he had fallen in the creek. He opened his hand and stared at the soggy sticks of wood; the heads had crumbled leaving blue and red gobs of runny paste squashed in his palm.He stood up, flung the handful of paste and wood toward the water, wiped his hands on his pants, and crumpled down against a tree. For a moment he wanted to cry, but caught himself. Allen Cliburn was not a man who liked to show his emotions. He usually managed to keep calm. He suddenly felt very tired; he had to keep moving but felt t weak to climb to his feet. If he rested awhile his strength might return,A1 rested and thought of Nance. She’d be worried sick. Probably thought he’d gotten himself shot. He wished he had some way of letting her know he was all right. It was a good thing Doug hadn’t come along, he8d have been a bother in a situation like this. Why if he,... A1 suddenly forgot what he had been thinking of. What was it he was going to tell himself? Oh well, it didn’t matter much; he’d be out of here in a few hours. He wanted to get up and walk but his legs were numb. He wasn’t hungry anymore but he was still thirsty.He wanted to put some snow in his mouth but he didn’t feel like raising his arm. Cigarette sure would have tasted good. Darn matches, But couldn’t he light a
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cigarette on that flame in the trees? Flame? No> a flashlightl The search party, they’d found him. Ed, Ed, over herel A1 tried to yell but could only think the words. He couldn’t yell; they’d miss him, walk right on past. He began to shake violently and closed his eyes. He opened them again and blinked in disbelief. The light was only the moon! It must have stopped snowing.Yes, A1 felt warmer. Worried about Nance though. It sure would have been good to see her. Then he heard something. Someone was calling him! Was it Ed?No, it was Nance; yes, there was Nancy right over by the wood he’d piled for a fire. Queer, Nance being way out here. Doug was beside her. ”A1, please take Doug along, he’s got his heart set on it,” she was saying over and over. A1 couldn’t answer. He wanted to tell her to build a fire. He looked at Doug. Doug was crying; but when a boy is thirteen he shouldn’t cry. Darn kid.Ed looked down at his flashlight as he trudged along the side of the mountain. He’d forgotten to turn the thing off when the sun came up. He stumbled over a fallen sapling, swore to himself, then called impatiently, ’’Any sign of him yet?” The others in the party were spread out along the slope. It had been a long night and Ed was getting discouraged.’’Here he is, down here.” a voice echoed from the draw below. Ed hesitated a moment, doubting, then shouted happily to the voice, ’’I'll send word back to his wife that he’s all right. I’ll tell them to get some hot coffee up here. See if you can get a fire going.” Ed swung and trotted down the hill toward the voice.”No, that time has passed.”

PRAIRIE DAWN by Louise Hutt
The first hint of a Wyoming sunrise tints the sky a misty mauve as the eastern edge of the Black Hills comes slowly into focus. The rugged crown of Elk Mountain looms starkly against the coming dawn as night draws her tattered robes about her and flees before the saffron spears of light flung over the horizon. Fluffy clouds float like gold and coral dumplings in a pale turquoise stew and the sun slides quickly into view like a golden sphere drawn by a silver cord. To the west the rolling foothills melt into level plains broken only by a lonely mesa and an occasional wind-twisted tree. This dusky land of grey sage and somber buttes is transformed for an instant into the Old West of buffalo and longhorns, until fences and a modern highway prick the vision like wildrose thorns. On fenceposts, weathered and twisted under years of sun and wind, the wire sags dejected in one place, then resumes its endless journey across the land. The glossy ebony highway of the 1960’s contrasts sharply with the ageless land where a few antelope snort and dash away at the sight of a car hurtling past. A lone buck appears out of nowhere and stands for a moment, etched against the sky; then he fades like a white and rust phantom Into a canyon.
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To the few tourists who are on the road at this hour the scene to the west is barren and the eastern mountains beckon them to the cool streams and pine trees. But to those who know and love the plains it is a friendly land; yet one which must be lived with and not ruled over, for it may become a ruthless and unrelenting enemy.

AN AUTUMN SUNSET by Bill Haffey
The evening air cooled and dampened and washed away the last smudge of the day’s dust. A sweet pungence of decaying autumn leaves stealthily replaced the cooking odor escaping from the dining hall. All sounds hushed as students prepared for study. The evening majesty, a blazing sunset, soon arrived, displaying intense scarlets lined with flaming amber strewn halfway across the heavens. A ribbon of immaculate azure streaked above the jagged Western mountains. Rays of the ebbing sun outlined the sharp swept clouds with brilliant gold.On a nearby hill, silhouettes of stately pines towered up coal-black against the dazzling background standing at attention and witnessing the formal surrender of the falling day to the young powerful night.Then, as quietly as the spectacle gathered to its glorious climax, it faded. Subtilely the silhouettes blurred and dimmed, the brilliance cooled, and steel grey coated the overhead sky. A pale rose crept slowly into the west. The sharp wisps of clouds turned to downey pillows ready for sleep.In a few more minutes a gold speckled indigo blanket covered everything.

A PARADISE OF THE PACIFIC by Dick Wing
The sun had just finished wiping the last wisps of darkness from the Pacific sky as the troop carrier, U.S.S. General Mann, approached the island of Oahu. At a distance of about ten miles all that could be clearly seen was the outjutting Diamond Head rising from the sea. Even from such a distance the huge mountain looked like a benevolent protector guarding the still sleeping city which lay in the mist to its left.As the ship drew nearer, the serrated peaks of the Kahuku mountain range emerged from the mist, biting at the distended bellies of the clouds which hovered above the sharp, rocky crests. The sun, shining through the rain streaks beneath the clouds, made them look like an artist’s speed lines propelling the fat clouds away from the punishing teeth of the mountains.
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Resounding cheers arose as the Aloha Tower was spotted, shimmering in its opal haze; beyond, the paradoxically pink fortress-like Tripler army hospital nestled at the base of the mountains.The ship was soon steaming abreast of Waikiki beach whose shining sands sparkled an invitation to join the tourists and local boys who would soon invade it with towels, beach mats, beach umbrellas and surfboardsoStill farther to the left a huge pineapple towered over the hotels and business houses, at once an advertisement and monument to the countless pineapples that grow in endless fields in some parts of the island. Some of these fields cover an entire width of the island.At last the ship headed for a berth with tugs assisting, like workers with a queen ant. Her sides were crowded with men in the uniforms of all branches of the armed services. Soldiers, sailors, marines, all had been waiting since daybreak for sight of the hula girls who, it was rumored, were supposed to greet the ship as it docked. The music began as the ship was being made fast and the girls, in their grass skirts, began to sway sinuously in time with the music. Their hands wove as though disembodied, telling the story of some ancient island legend. All too soon the music stopped, the girls left and the men disembarked, straining under their loads of duffel bags and suitcases, onto the island of tropical wonders.

BLOOD, BLUE, AND SALT SEA AIR by Michael Nash
I rushed into the cold waters of the Pacific, my body tingling with the freshness and zest of the stinging salt spray. My eyes smarted from the salt water; my teeth clenched against the ferociousness of the sea. With grim determination I flung my arms ahead of me and dove headlong into a coming wave.I waded out until the tiny, chopping ripples broke just beneath my chin.Bouncing on tip-toe on the bottom, I watched for a wave which would break right. A wave came, one of my friends yelled “NOW!,” and we raced for shore, Then the wave picked me up, the foam boiled all around me, and there I was, surfing.Landing on shore, I was left high and dry with an exhilaration that made my heart pound. I leapt into the air, jumping a few times to let off the pressure of excitement and to get my frozen blood flowing through my veins. Charged with excitement, I rushed out twenty-five yards and began waiting for the next wave. One of the group casually remarked that perhaps we had come out a little too far. I dryly replied that maybe we’d drown on the way back to shore. Had we but known the real danger, jokes would have been far from our minds. Some of the people on shore began shouting and waving, but we didn’t especially notice them, and we certainly couldn’t hear them above the rush of the sea in our ears. Then all hearts missed a beat as someone said, ’’Shark!Oh God, Shark!11 Five heads dropped as one below the surface. With lungs
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bursting from great gulps of air, I sat on the bottom as I had been instructed. Then I began moving slowly, agonizingly, digging my fingers into the sand, presenting as little attraction as possible. Although I was heading for shore, heading up the slope of the bottom, my eyes were looking behind me at all times, waiting to see a flash of white and feel the searing pain of the razor sharp jaws. I consoled myself by thinking, ’’Maybe I’ll just lose a leg.” A cheerless prospect in itself, but with the aspect of death swimming along with me, who knows, perhaps only five feet away, it was better than panicking. I had been letting air out gradually, and now my lungs were bursting for lack of air.Just then I saw the dreaded flash of white. My heart raced wildly. I began swimming furiously along the bottom. I broke into an underwater scramble, legs kicking, arms flailing, body twisting and turning in a frantic effort to get out of there; lungs bursting, head reeling, I was swept up by the current, lifted to the surface of a breaker, whipped head over heels, under water and out, dumped on the bottom, picked up again and again, and finally dashed to the beach on the back of my head and shoulders, to skid a few feet before being once again high and dry, free from care. Never had blackness closed in so fast nor air felt so good. I lay there for a few minutes. Slowly the taste of chilled salt water eased me out of unconsciousness. Four friends stood over me, ashen under tanned skin. Somebody at last broke the silence with a stirring rendition of, ”My, my, would ye look at that now.” I got to my feet, got a coffee and sat down by the fire, wrapped in a beach blanket. Then a ranger brought out the shark, only three feet long, but three feet of terror is plenty, and can take off a leg or disembowel you with one quick slash of his razor-sharp teeth. It was quite an experience; something at least to talk about around the campfire, a conversation piece.

STICKS AND CANVAS: A SIMILE ON MAN by John Bauernfeind
The distant shore lay broken and jagged in a shifting haze. Running a true course by these difficult landmarks as they beckoned and pointed occasionally through the fog would challenge any man-- the captain decided to try the open sea and rely on himself.’’Twenty degrees port,” he bellowed, and unwillingly the little skeleton of sticks and canvas turned and began fumbling through the swells and into the darkness beyond. The shoreline had disappeared now and all about the sea was rolling as though fighting back the intrusion. The mast weaved back and forth like a warning finger as the ship wallowed and pitched drunkenly through the foaming swirl. Soon the top of the mast was enveloped in a misty shroud and disappeared. The sea had turned a vomitous yellow in a rolling heaving attempt to regurgitate the foreign body. Finally it despaired of ever stopping the heedless traveler and began to subside. The air became strangely damp like a tomb and had an unnatural feel about it. Deckhands shivered and hunched deeper into their windbreakers. A slight wind sprang up and began nibbling at the solid fog. The grey massed thick and resisted until finally the persistent
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breeze thinned a small area ahead of the ship. This accomplished, it faded, and the sea became still again, as still as death. The water seemed thick and appeared to be covered with a slime. It glowed strangely, for there was no sun. The ship continued to be pulled along though the sails hung limp; there were many strange currents about. Dead ahead was a rock. It defied any honorable purpose for being there-- and yet there it was pointing its clawed finger at the sky from a lesser mound like a finger and a fist in warning defiance. The lookout stared and said nothing. For some reason his senses had become dulled and quite useless. He seemed entranced with the rock. He could have cried out but he preferred not to. He could have run back fo the captain but this he also preferred not to do. The ship drew closer. How Innocent the rock looked, and so strangely beautiful, as though it had once been a part of a whole perfect island-- a paradise. For an instant it seemed the eternal sun would break through and reveal the patient rock. The lookout glanced up and muttered an oath; ’’Meddling fool.” Then the mist closed in again and an instant later the very soul of the ship was smashed to destruction as she ploughed into the clenched fist, separated bow from stern, and quickly sank.

SIMILE TO TIME; LINCOLN by Tom Madden
(Tom Madden, the author of ’’Present Tense” and ’’Simile to Time:Lincoln*,” has graciously consented to allow Colors to be the first to publish his poems. Tom is a 1959 graduate of Carroll and plans to attend the University of Portland to continue graduate work in English.)

(This poem attempts to illustrate the failure of most moderns to possess a consciousness of the past; an awareness of and a respect for the men who lived In our cities and upon our farms long ago, the men who built the country. This modern failure is basically the failure to recognize the deep relationship that exists between men and things, men and the land, men (more sublimely here) and other men, a relationship, on the part of the things and the land, which may be likened to that existing between the artisan, his tools, and the material he shapes. The contact of man with his environment has a spiritual element; men’s souls leave their imprint upon earth and concrete alike, and the imprint may be read only by those who are mature enough to look beyond the moment.Lincoln is the subject of this poem first of all because he could read the past, secondly because he Is among dead figures blurred by the present, and lastly, because It was through him that the writer perceived the thesis described here.)
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Simile to Time: Lincoln
These are eyes ill-adjusted to the eyes of time,Frustrated water-clocks, stemmed by silt:Destroying their weighted dimension, their powerTo cauterize the insularity of a moment with a measured click.These, in a fitful glance upon a dial, gauge timeIn the immensity of the human desire to pass the mundane interval In communion with an instant.His eyes, through the alluvial tartness of a century’s tears, breathe a fourth dimension.Long and artful father-fingers blunt the harsh newness of his house; his eyes do not see shadows calibrated upon concrete.There is a statue on the lawn instead, and a carriage at the porch,And, in a dream, the master dead there; in a long room, rustling silk. Tonight, blood spills over Arlington, a pistol shot behind a grimy door.

AN IMPRESSION OF "PRELUDE” • by Tom Tokarski
The winter evening settles down With smells of steak in passageways.Six o’clock.The burnt out ends of smokey days.And now a gusty shower wraps The grimy scrapsOf withered leaves about his feet And newspapers from vacant lots;The showers beatOn broken blinds and chimney pots.And at the corner of the street A lonely cab-horse steams and stamps.And then the lighting of the lamps.T.S. Eliot’•Prelude” is an example of Imagist poetry. In it the poet, in the tradition of John Donne and the early metaphysical poets, has attempted to evoke the beauty of a timeless axiom from the enchantment of a particular time and a particular place. Imagist poetry attempts to arrest a kernel of truth in a series of pictures conclusive of the beauty of creation.The poem finds historical bearing in the late nineteenth or early twentieth
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century, perhaps in a city such as New York or London. As a statement of fatigue, however, the poem reaches beyond time and place, “...sinking,11 in the words of Helen Gardner quoting T.S. Eliot, “to the most primitive and forgotten, returning to the origin and bringing something back,seeking the beginning and the end.” The poem sinks to the primitive and forgotten when it provokes a strange feeling of fatigue. Returning to the origin, perhaps even to the mystery of man’s fall, the poem brings back a secret significance of this feeling of fatigue, and expresses it in terms of time and place, in the winter evening settling down, in the smells of steak in passageways, in “the burnt out ends of smokey days.”The poem also seeks a beginning and an end. The search for beginning is evident in the title of the poem, “Prelude,” and in the last line “And then the lighting of the lamps,” while the search for an end is evident in the poem’s lingering over such exhausted objects as withered leaves, broken blinds, and chimney pots. These objects of the poem’s brooding intensify the sense of fatigue, range the field of the meaningless and the drear, and provide the futile landscape of the poem’s search for some end, some meaning. The climax of this growing sense of fatigue comes in the next to the last line as “A lonely cab-horse steams and stamps.” Aridity and boredom run rampant. In the concluding line both the beginning and end which the poem seeks are suggested.The poet has attempted to express the inner meaning of this sense of spiritual and physical fatigue in an awakening to its being not only in the world apparent to the reader’s mind, but also in the universe of the poem itself, where creation is particular in time and place, summoning the reconnaissance of the reader with the imperative of a confronting image. In his essay, “An Absurd Reasoning,” Albert Camus speaks of the monotony that often plagues modern life, and what he derives offers one valuable insight for an appreciation of the expression of fatigue in the world of a poem. “But one day,” he writes,“the ’why’ arises and everything begins in that weariness tinged with amazement. ’Begins’-- this is important. Weariness comes at the end of the acts of a mechanical life, but at the same time it inaugurates the impulse of consciousness. It awakens consciousness and provokes what follows.”In “Prelude” the pummeling insistence on the drab, the quickening references to trivia such as “And newspapers from vacant lots,” evoke a classical re-creation of fatigue within the universe of a poem, and with a beginning and an end. In the last line the tinging amazement begins the realization of fatigue, when it suffuses the preceding images with consciousness of their strange alienation from the lighting of lamps, which might compare to the hollow strain which men experience in real life when jolting weariness awakens them to a world shorn of the comforting familiar. Leaving men to futilely grapple and to fatigue, creation, including ourselves, appears to recede to the absurd. Lamplight divests the smokey day of it’s familiar haze.In the last line of the poem, the presentation of fatigue is also realized in the promise of its beginning, an end. And as the seed of consequence always inheres in a beginning, an end is provoked from the inaugural awakening to fatigue in the universe of this poem, and is wrought from its seed in the title of the poem, "Prelude.” Fatigue in the poem is realized as an introduction to strangeness, where in real life it precipitates men’s recognition of our estrangement. It provokes a sense of sin, and defines creation and our
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alienation from it in the naked terms of despair, a process introductory to Redemption and the gift of hope.In ’’Prelude,” the end of the realization of fatigue resides inchoate in the beginning. In the awakening to the drab and vile lurks the mystery of a premonitory introduction to the real world of this poem, which hints at the indistinct gesturing of hate or enchantment just beyond. Nevertheless, the poem is disposed to the truth of its crystallizing universe, and in that it is disposed to beauty. ’’And then the lighting of the lamps.”

FOR ELIOT’S BECKET by John Lopach
Pride melts as iron smelts;Sprung loose, intensity impales.Becket cast what young men clasp,Meadows, wolves, and temporal staves.Mitre marks deeply thorough.Power, strife wrought, life steeped,Upcaught forces doomed to loss,Mastered spirits stung of light.Claims from memory drawn on petals,Future’s causes forced in stitches,Chorus groans of pending stresses;Rent bonds, clench clutched, Becket leapt.Peaceful struggle, Chorus, Thomas,Pride uncharged by foretold lightnings.

(T.S. Eliot’s Murder in the Cathedral makes an approach to sainthood from the viewpoint of essentials. Thomas a Becket, once Chancellor of England and King Henry’s favorite, had basked in the ease of courtly life. But Henry, wishing to join Church to State, had decided to make Becket, his temporal chancellor, also his spiritual Shepherd-- Archbishop of Canterbury, Church and State were to be united under one man. The sensitive Becket revolted, assumed the spiritual responsibilities of his new office, and resigned the Chancellorship. He acclaimed the needful separation, in England at that time, of the domains of temporal and spiritual rule. Death in martyrdom, at the hands of the King’s cutthroats, loomed in the near future for the Archbishop.One great temptation blocks Becket’s truest progress: he discovers the frightening fact that he is seeking glory in martyrdom. He is doing the right thing for the wrong reason. If he is to follow God’s dictates, he must first root out pride, It is his task to live from day to day, loyally. If martyrdom comes, it comes because God, not Becket, wills it.)
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SHAKE THE CAN AND SEE

by Tom Tokarski

(In the rude shade of death, mountains move or freeze eternally. Then 
only does the lux of faith bathe with the richness of its promised love finally 
given, when the chaff of pretension molts away the evening mountain of sin, 
leaving man but a naked cry without words, uttered amid the cryptic pebbles of 
life. He is left to “shake the can and see,M and with that his cry vaults to 
stalk heaven, from his stance on a numb rib he cannot see, with the catapult of 
a gift.)

Shake the Can and See

Rattle and din of coffin lids

Precede the prodigy of man uncasked.

Thus limned, the fashion of his hurried bids

And coffered forever, a man unmasked.

Lips upon the seamless bed, a man can curse

The cloistered journey of fate’s rumpling van 

Pupiled with makeshift men, bodies (damn hearse)

Bent upon a fatal wend toward faceless span.

Profiter of riddles, a man can amass

The fitful tricks of blitzing minutes, brindled sticks 

Of matter and friendship. Flighting the crass expanse 

Of time, caped meaning uncloaks tick by tick,

A Word assumes the cast of his askance bid,

In atomed flesh and death, man’s prodigy did.
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